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aloha
An acknowledgment that can be used to say hello or goodbye aloha is
Hawaiian and ciao is Italian.
From the first aloha everyone is friendly and attentive.

applause Approval or praise expressed by clapping.
They gave him a round of applause.

bye You advance to the next round in a tournament without playing an opponent.
They said their good byes.

caller An investor who buys a call option.
The bailiff was a frequent caller.

cheerfully In a cheerful manner.
He was whistling cheerfully.

client (in ancient Rome) a plebeian under the protection of a patrician.
A client referred for counselling.

cordially In a warm and friendly way.
He was greeted cordially by the archbishop.

courteously In a polite manner.

curtsy Make a curtsy usually done only by girls and women as a sign of respect.
She bobbed a curtsy to him.

friendly Kind and pleasant.
We want friendly relations with all countries.

goodbye An instance of saying goodbye a parting.
We said our goodbyes and set off.

greet Send greetings to.
Sam threw open the door and was greeted by a cacophony of noise.

greeting A formal expression of goodwill, said on meeting or in a written message.
Mandy shouted a greeting.

handshake An act of shaking a person’s hand with one’s own as a greeting.
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happily It is fortunate that.
They shouted happily.

hello An utterance of hello a greeting.
I pressed the phone button and helloed.

hi An expression of greeting.

hospitable Disposed to treat guests and strangers with cordiality and generosity.
Hospitable invitations.

hospitality
Relating to or denoting the business of entertaining clients, conference
delegates, or other official visitors.
The BBC s hospitality suite.

host
A person who acts as host at formal occasions makes an introductory speech
and introduces other speakers.
Innsbruck once played host to the Winter Olympics.

kissing Affectionate play (or foreplay without contact with the genital organs.
oh A midwestern state in north central United States in the Great Lakes region.

politely In a respectful and considerate manner.
He waited politely for me to ask questions.

receptive Able to receive signals or stimuli.
Only the dominant male would have had access to the receptive female.

salutation
(usually plural) an acknowledgment or expression of good will (especially on
meeting.
We would not expect a love letter to include a formal address and salutation.

salute Make a formal salute to.
A twenty one gun salute.

warm Get warm or warmer.
A warm debate.

welcome Bid welcome to greet upon arrival.
I m pleased to see you lad you re welcome.

yeah Not only so, but.

yes An affirmative.
Answering with assured and ardent yeses.
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